sCCOre Chores
CCO Members: After each contest on the CCO Contest Calendar each member must either
enter a score on the 3830 web page or on the CCO reflector. If one uses an alternate call, the
preferred call must be shown such as VA3XXX(VE3ZZZ) or W4ABC(VE3ZZZ). Multi-op entries
must show all the operator calls.
VA3PC: Paul collects this information to form a Claimed Scores page on the CCO web page for
that contest including multi-op group participants and out of Ontario members.
VA3PC: Paul and Rich VE3KI maintain an up-to-date Roster of Members for VE3RZ and VE3JI to
use. This roster should include all associated callsigns and the grid-square of the member.
VE3RZ: When the results of a contest are published the details relating to all the Members as
shown on the Roster are tabulated by Tony. This listing is sent to VA3PC to form a Final Scores
sheet which is posted on the website. This is also sent to Ian VE3JI.
Proposal: A message for this contest is posted in e-mail form on the CCO reflector requesting
each contestant to verify the accuracy of the Final Scores listing involving call errors or
omissions. Contestant feedback, if any, is directed to VE3RZ to who reviews the problem
information and reports changes in the Final Scores to VA3PC with a copy to VE3JI.
VE3JI: Ian runs the sCCOre Processor software using Final Scores information and the CCO
Roster and produces a standardized output that is then sent to Bob VE3KZ.
VE3KZ: He prepares the processed output into a file to be used as input to the sCCOre
Database. These individual outputs are combined into the Standings by Contest sheet then sent
to VA3PC. This sheet is compiled in the order shown on the CCO Contest Calendar.
VE3KZ: At intervals during the year the input files are processed in the database to provide a
record of the complete sCCOre totals after each month of operation. This will determine the
order in which sCCOre plaques are presented and the endorsements updated. When all the
contests have been completely processed through the system the final web pages are then
updated: Yearly Standing/Lifetime points, sCCOre Winners and eventually sCCOre Archives.
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